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iniarski proves the possibility that a statistical study can 
yield a rollicking read. 

 While the publisher places great stock in the analysis of “letters, 
diaries, and testimonies” used in the writing and presented as tables 
early and late in the book, Winiarski states “Provincial New Englanders 
were dutiful and committed Protestants; and it was precisely 
their diligence that incited the attacks of zealous Whitefieldarians 
during New England’s era of great awakenings” (p. 534). 

 So as the familiar tale of the antecedents, effects, and aftermath 
of the revivals unroll from the principal primary sources, Winiarski 
peppers his narrative with little-read resources. Highlighting the 
cream of deep dives into historical archives, the author draws 
statistical significance and disarming detail from hundreds of written 
lay testimonies (“relations” as they once were called) to buttress his 
argument. Over the 500-page length of his book, Winiarski spirals 
like a hungry hawk above the conspicuous movements of the unifying 
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portrait for his subject: the perilous path of Jonathan Edward’s 
hearty embrace of, and passionate pushback against, the revivals. 
Edwards is emblematic of the New England culture as a whole in 
his quick acceptance and resounding retreat from the movement; 
but the liberated laity who stayed close to its fire first flayed their 
affirming congregational host churches, then fell fracturing into 
new identities outside their former denomination. What freedom for 
Baptists and Methodist was gained came at the cost of unity for 
culture and Congregationalism. In building churches where saints 
were visible, Whitefieldarians diminished both their numbers and 
their influence in the immediate wake of the revivals. From these 
upheavals, Congregational Churches as a body never recovered 
their strength or success. Such is the fall of dark on the lighted land.
 
 There is little to fault in the presentation. The author makes 
clear his is a work of “early American social history” (p. 533) and 
interacts with scholars such as Brooks B. Hull, Susan Juster, and 
Edmund S. Moran; yet readers must wait for this, as Winiarski 
postpones this literature review for use in his first appendix. 
The author occasionally privileges contemporary over period 
perspectives. Winiarski expects “Modern readers” to “detect the 
sublimation” of psychological issues in contrast to the “rumors 
and accusations of witchcraft . . . of many in 1740” regarding 
the behavior of Martha Robinson (pp. 211-12), and even while 
praising Ezra Stiles as “ideally positioned to comment on religious 
developments in New England,” Winiarski considers the analysis 
Stiles derived from his demography “implausible, even naïve” (pp. 
486, 498). In these and other instances, Winiarski considers the 
modern viewpoint more adequate than that of the historic past. But 
even this may be charitably described as trust in work done to this 
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date and confidence that time has passed on to clearer perspectives. 
This reviewer has more confidence in Winiarski’s assessment of 
Stiles than of Robinson, but if these be faults, they are minor ones.

 Winiarski sustains his story with lifelike miniatures, bringing 
to life women and men, enslaved and free, minority and majority 
to embody the movement in a spectrum from the unconverted, to 
the convinced, and finally to the regretful. One finds the author has 
enabled his readers to find the forest and the trees of his subject, and 
he rewards the time of his readers.
 
 Darkness Falls on the Land of Light will stand confidently among 
the best books on the Great Awakening. It is highly recommended 
for academic libraries, historians, and undergraduates seeking a 
coherent and detailed overview of the time and context of the First 
Great Awakening.
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